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MEASUREMENTS AND NUMERICAL PREDICTION OF HIGH SPEED
TRAIN VIBRATIONS

Janusz Kogut, Geert Degrande, Geert Lombaert, Lincy Pyl
K.U.Leuven
Kasteelpark Arenberg

���
B- � ����� Leuven, Belgium

Wim Haegeman, Lutz Karl
Ghent University
Technologiepark �
B- � ����	 Zwijnaarde, Belgium

ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the experimental validation of a numerical prediction model for train induced vibrations. The
model fully accounts for the dynamic interaction between the train, the track and the soil. The track is modelled as a
longitudinally invariant system, where two beams represent the rails, while a plate with a rigid cross section represents the
subgrade. The track is located at the surface of a horizontally layered elastic halfspace. The translational invariance of the
problem geometry enables a solution of the equations of motion in the frequency–wavenumber domain. The model is validated
by means of vibration measurements that have been performed at the occasion of the homologation tests of the new HST track
on the line L2 between Brussels and Köln during the passage of an IC train and a Thalys HST at variable speed.

INTRODUCTION

The development of the high speed train (HST) network in Eu-
rope, the USA and Asia has increased the attention for the dy-
namic track–soil interaction problem and railway induced vi-
brations.

Train induced vibrations are characterized by a number of
excitation mechanisms, such as quasi–static excitation, para-
metric excitation, transient excitation due to rail joints and
wheelflats and excitation due to wheel and rail roughness, de-
termining the dynamic axle loads. The interaction between the
train and the track cannot be disregarded, as the resonance of
the axle mass or the entire vehicle against the stiffness of the
track plays an important role. The dynamic interaction forces
are transmitted to the soil and generate waves that propagate in
the soil and may impinge on the foundations of nearby struc-
tures.

For HST tracks on soft soils, the train speed can be close to
or larger than the critical phase velocity of the coupled track-
soil system. In this case, the quasi–static contribution of the
load is important for both the track and the free field response.
High vibration levels and track displacements are obtained, af-
fecting track stability and safety. For the X–2000 high speed
train in Sweden, track deformations upto 10 mm have been re-
ported by Adolfsson et al. (1999) at a site in Ledsgård along
the West Coast Line.

The dynamic track–soil interaction problem has recently
received considerable attention. Metrikine and Popp (2000)
model the track as an elastic beam, supported by an elastic
halfspace, formulating the equations of motion of the coupled
system in the frequency–wavenumber domain. A similar for-
mulation of the dynamic track–soil system is used by Lieb and
Sudret (1998). Sheng et al. (1999a, 1999b) couple an infinite
layered beam model for the track to a layered model of the soil,
using Haskell–Thompson transfer matrices for the soil, consid-
ering the case of fixed and moving harmonic point sources on
the track.

Within the frame of this paper, a numerical prediction
model formulated in the frequency–wavenumber domain is
considered (Lombaert et al. 2003). The dynamic substruc-
ture method is used to couple the track–soil system. The
soil impedance is calculated by means of a boundary element
method (BEM), based on the Green’s functions of a horizon-
tally layered halfspace. The model fully accounts for the dy-
namic interaction between the vehicle, the track and the soil by
means of a compliance formulation in the frame of reference
that moves with the vehicle.

In August and September 2002, the Belgian Railway com-
pany NMBS has organized homologation tests of the new HST
track on the line L2 between Brussels and Köln. These tests
have been performed with both an IC train and a Thalys HST
and offered the unique opportunity to perform in situ vibration
measurements on the track and in the free field for a wide range
of train speeds between 160 and 330 km/h (Kogut et al. 2003).
These data are used in the present paper for the experimental
validation of the numerical prediction model.

THE NUMERICAL PREDICTION MODEL

The study of free field vibrations generated by railway traffic
is a complex problem that requires the simultaneous solution
of the equations of motion of the train, the track and the soil.
In the following, a numerical model that fully accounts for the
train–track–soil interaction is described. A method proposed
by Clouteau et al. (2001) and Aubry et al. (1994) is used to
study the interaction of an infinite beam with a horizontally
layered elastic halfspace in the frequency-wavenumber do-
main. The soil’s impedance is calculated by means of a bound-
ary element method (BEM), based on the Green’s functions of
a horizontally, layered halfspace (Luco and Apsel 1983). The
model accounts for the dynamic interaction between the train,
the track and the soil by means of a compliance formulation in
the frame of reference that moves with the train.
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The train-track interaction problem

The dynamic axle loads applied by the train on the track are
determined by the dynamic interaction between the train, the
track and the soil (figure 1).

g1 g2 u yw/r( )

v

Figure 1: The train–track–soil interaction problem.

In the following, the contact between the axles and the rails
is approximated by point contacts and only the vertical inter-
action is considered. In the fixed frame of reference, the distri-
bution of 
 vertical axle loads on the coupled track-soil system
is written as the summation of the product of Dirac functions
that determine the time-dependent position ������������������������ 
and the time history !��#"$�&% of the ' -th axle load:

F "(�����)���*���&%�+,-�/.10 2 "$�43��)�5% 2 "$�63����73����&% 2 "(�839�:�5%;!��#"(�&% e < (1)� � is the initial position of the ' -th axle that moves with the
train speed � along the � -axis. e < denotes the vertical unit base
vector.

The equations of motion of the vehicle are written in the
frequency domain:=>

S ?;? S ?;@ A
S @/? S @B@C� S D@/@ 3 S D@B@A 3 S D@/@ S D@/@

EFHGI JLKu ?Ku @Ku M
N OP + GI J 0

03 Kg
N OP (2)

where the vectors Ku ?B� Ku @ and Ku M collect the displacements of
the body, the axle and the contact points between the axles and
the rail, respectively. Equation (2) can alternatively be written
as: QSR

S @B@C� S D@B@ 3 S D@B@3 S D@/@ S D@/@UTWV Ku @Ku MYX + V 03 Kg X (3)

where

R
S @B@Z+ S @B@[3 S @/? S \ 0?;? S ?;@ denotes the Schur comple-

ment of the vehicle’s dynamic stiffness matrix. The displace-
ment vector Ku M is equal to the sum of the track (rail) displace-
ment Ku ] and the track (rail) unevenness Ku ^`_ ] :Ku M + Ku ] � Ku ^`_ ] (4)

It follows immediately from equations (3) and (4) that the in-
teraction forces can be written as:Kg + S D@/@ba Ku @73dc Ku ]e� Ku ^`_ ]Bf�g (5)

where the matrix S D@/@ denotes the dynamic stiffness matrix cor-
responding to the Hertzian springs between the wheels and the
rails. In the case of a perfect contact between the wheels and
the rails, this stiffness is infinitely large and the axle displace-
ments Ku @ are equal to the displacements of the contact pointsKu M , or, according to equation (4):Ku @h+ Ku ]i� Ku ^`_ ] (6)

Elimination of the displacements Ku M of the contact points from
equation (3) results into:

S @/@ Ku @h+ 3 Kg (7)

Upon elimination of the axle displacements Ku @ from equation
(2), the following alternative equation is obtained:Ku M + 3 KH j Kg (8)

where KH j + RS \ 0@/@ � S D \ 0@B@ is the compliance matrix of the ve-
hicle in the contact points between the axles and the rails. This
vehicle compliance reduces to KH j + RS \ 0@/@ in the case of perfect
contact between the axles and the rails.

The track displacement Ku ] can be written in a similar way
as a function of the interaction forces Kg:Ku ] + KH k Kg (9)

where each element l k�nm of the track compliance matrix KH k
represents the Fourier transform of the track displacements at
the time-dependent ' -th axle position due to an impulse load
at the time-dependent o -th axle position. Introduction of equa-
tions (8) and (9) into equation (4) results in the following equi-
librium equation:p KH j � KH krq Kg +U3 Ku ^`_ ] (10)

from which the interaction forces can be computed. The fre-
quency content Ku ^`_ ] "$sC% of the track unevenness is calculated
from the wavenumber domain representation tu ^`_ ] "v'�wx% of the
longitudinal unevenness profile u ^`_ ] "$�y% :Ku ^`_ ] "zsC%{+ |� tu ^`_ ] "�3 s � %�}B~#�b"$�rs y @� % (11)

where the vector y @ contains the initial positions � � of all axles' .

The track–soil interaction problem

In this subsection, the equations of motion of the coupled
track-soil system are solved for a vertical impulse load at a
fixed track position �����`��A������)� . The track is assumed to be
located at the surface of a horizontally layered halfspace. The
invariance of the geometry with respect to � allows to perform
a Fourier transformation from the longitudinal coordinate �
to the horizontal wavenumber ' w . This results in a solution
in the frequency–wavenumber domain, where the following
equations of motion are formulated for the coupled track-soil
system:a tK k ]e� tK � g tu k ]�+ tf k ] (12)
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tK k ] and tK � represent the track’s and the soil’s impedance, re-
spectively, tu k ] the track displacements and tf k ] the forces ap-
plied to the track. For a single track as in figure 2, the track
displacement vector is equal to tu k ] +��5tu ] 0�:tu ]�� �:tu � m��:tu M <:� T,
with tu ] 0 and tu ]�� the vertical displacements of both rails, tu � m
the vertical sleeper displacement and tu M < the vertical displace-
ment at the track-soil interface � . The force vector is equal totf k ]7+�� t� ] 0 � t� ]�����Ay��A)� T

. Both rails are loaded by half of a unit

impulse load so that t� ] 0 + t� ]��b+�Ay��� . The track impedance
matrix tK k ] can be further detailed as:tK k ]�+ =�>���6�`� ���� � � ���� �� ��6�)� ���� � ���� �� �� � � �� � ��6�;�x�[	 �� � � ��6��� ��6�� � � �� � �� �

E��F
(13)

In the case of a classical ballasted track, the rails are modelled
as Euler beams. The impedance t  ] +d¡ ]B¢/] '#£w 3¥¤ ]�¦§] s � is
determined by the rail bending stiffness ¡ ]B¢/] and the mass¤ ]B¦§] per unit length. The railpads are modelled as continu-
ous spring–damper connections with a dynamic stiffness de-
fined as t ©¨ + ' ¨ �ª�rs « ¨ . The stiffness and damping coef-

EI = 0
msl

2 Aρ r

2 EIr

kp
cp

y

z

kb
cb

Rails

Railpads

Sleepers

Ballast

ur

usl

ub

Figure 2: The track model.

ficients ' ¨ and « ¨ of a single railpad are used to calculate a
smeared stiffness ' ¨ +¬' ¨�:® � and damping « ¨ +ª« ¨�:® � , where® � is the the sleeper distance. The sleepers are modelled as
a continuous beam with a zero bending stiffness and a dis-
tributed mass ¤ ¦ + ¯°�b+±¯°� :® � , where ¯°� is the sleeper
mass and t  � m +²3 ¯[�³s � . The ballast is also modelled as a
continuous spring–damper connection with a dynamic stiff-
ness t  ? + ' ? �´�vs « ? . The smeared stiffness and damping of
the ballast are equal to ' ? +Yµ�' ? x® � and « ? +Yµ�« ? :® � , with ' ?
and « ? the stiffness and damping coefficients of the half of the
ballast.

The soil impedance matrix tK � is equal to (Lombaert et al.
2003):

tK � + =�> �¶������¶������¶������¶��� �� ��(�
E��F

(14)

where t  �?r? represents the bending stiffness, which follows
from the vertical equilibrium at the track-soil interface � and
is calculated as:t  �?;? + ·#¸b¹ ] t� � <#" t¹ � % ®�º (15)t�&� < " t¹)�/% is the frequency-wavenumber domain representation
of �&� < "v¹)�/% , the vertical component of the soil tractions t �8+

» � n on a boundary with a unit outward normal n for the wave-
field ¹ � scattered in the soil, while ¹ ] are the track displace-
ment modes for each frequency and wavenumber.

A boundary element method is used to calculate the soil
tractions t� � <#" t¹ � % at the track-soil interface in the soil. The
boundary element formulation is based on the formulation of
the boundary integral equations in the frequency-wavenumber
domain, using the Green’s functions of a horizontally layered
soil.

The solution of equation (12) provides the soil displace-
ment at the interface, which allows for the computation of the
soil tractions t�&� < "(���&'�w#�����;sC% at the track-soil interface � . The
reciprocity theorem is used for the calculation of the track-soil
transfer function t¼ <n½³"$¾0:�&' w ��¾B¿��;sC% :t¼ <n½�"(¾0x�&' w ��¾B¿��;sC%1+

·#¸Stu5À<n½ "(¾0Á3����&' w ��¾B¿��;sC% t� � <�"$�1�&' w ���6+¬Ay�;sC% ®�º (16)

where tu À<n½ "$¾ 0 �&'�w#��¾ ¿ �;sC% is the Green’s function of the support-
ing horizontally layered halfspace that represents the displace-
ment component � due to a vertical impulse load.

The response to moving loads

Accounting for the invariance of the track-soil system in the
longitudinal � -direction, the Betti-Rayleigh reciprocal theorem
allows to derive the following expression for the response at a
point �¾BÂÃ��¾ w ��¾B<x�� due to the ' -th axle load in equation (1):u � ½ "$¾ Â ��¾Bw#��¾ < ���&%�+

· k\)Ä ! � "$Å�% ¼ <n½ "$¾ Â ��¾BwÆ3�� � 3���Åy��¾ < ���`3�Å�% ® Å (17)

The response due to a moving load on the track can therefore
be calculated from the response for a concentrated impulse
load at a fixed position ��)����Ay���:�)�� on the track.

A double forward Fourier transformation allows to derive
the following expression in the frequency–wavenumber do-
main:tu � ½ "$¾ Â �&'�w#��¾ < �;sC%�+K! � "zs93¥'�w��Ã% t¼ <n½ "(¾ Â �&'�w#��¾ < �;sC%�}B~Ã��"r����'�w� � % (18)

The advantage of the present equation is that the transfer func-
tion is evaluated in the frequency–wavenumber domain. Com-
pared to the circular frequency s observed at the receiver, a
frequency shift ' w � is applied to the argument of the interac-
tion force. This shift is the cause of a phenomenon known as
the Doppler effect.

The response in the space-time domain is finally obtained
as the double inverse Fourier transform of equation (18).

The track compliance

In order to derive the expression for the track compliance,
the transformed form of equation (18) is used to calculate the
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response in a moving frame of reference "$¾Â�� K¾ w ��¾B<����&% , withK¾Bw�+ª¾�wÇ3°��� :u � ½³"$¾BÂ�� K¾ w ��¾B<����&%�+
|È�É � ·ËÊ Ä\)Ä ·ËÊ Ä\)Ä K!��Ã"zsZ3Z' w �Ã% K¼ <n½�"(¾BÂy�&' w ��¾B<��;sC%
}B~Ã� p 3Æ��'�w#" K¾Bw��Z����3°� � % q }B~#�8";���rsÌ�&% ® '�w ® s (19)

The circular frequency s is replaced by ts[�Í'�w�� :u � ½ "$¾ Â � K¾Bw#��¾ < ���&%�+
|µ É[· Ê Ä\)Ä

Q |µ É[· Ê Ä\�Ä K! � "tsC% K¼ <n½ "(¾ Â �&'�w���¾ < ��ts[�´'�w��#%
}/~Ã� p 3Æ��' w " K¾ w 39���:% q ® ' wÎ }/~Ã�8"r���xtsi�&% ® ts (20)

The bracketed term represents the Fourier transformKu � ½�"(¾BÂy� K¾ w ��¾B<���tsÁ% of the response in the moving frame of ref-
erence. This equation allows to derive the element l kmÏ� "tsC% of
the track compliance as:l kmÏ� "tsC%{+ |µ ÉS· Ê Ä\�Ä K¼ <n½ "(¾ Â �&'�w#��¾ < �xtsS�´'�w��Ã%

}B~Ã��ÐÑ3Æ��'�w#"$� m 3�� � % Î ® '�w (21)

which represents the Fourier transform of the track response at
the time–dependent position of axle o due to a unit impulse at
axle ' .

TRACK AND SOIL DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

Dynamic characteristics of the track

The track in Lincent is a classical ballasted track. Contin-
uously welded UIC 60 rails with a mass per unit length of¯[]e+ÍÒ�A kg/m and a moment of inertia ¢ +ÍA�� A�Ó�A�����Ô | A \ £ m £are fixed with a Pandrol E2039 rail fastening system. Resilient
rubber railpads of type 5197 with a thickness of 11 mm are
placed under the rails, which are fixed on precast prestressed
concrete monoblock sleepers with a length o�+ªµÃ���xA m, a widthÕ +ªAy��µxÖ�� m, a height

¼ +ªAy��µxA�� m (under the rail) and a mass¯°�§+±Ó�A�A kg. The track is supported by a porphyry ballast
layer (calibre 25/50, layer thickness

® +×Ay� Ó�� m), a limestone
or porphyry layer and a limestone supporting layer.

The single track model has a width of 2.5 m and is com-
posed of two rails supported by the railpads, the sleepers and
the ballast and loaded at the section’s centre of gravity. The
rails are modelled as continuous Euler beams.

Several vibration tests have been performed in order to de-
termine the dynamic track characteristics. These tests include
the measurement of (1) the direct and the cross receptance of
the rail in a loaded and unloaded state (Kogut and Degrande
2003a), (2) the wave decay rate of the rail and (3) the transfer
functions along the track.

The resonance frequency of the unloaded track on the bal-
last is about

� k + 63.5 Hz, while the rail natural frequency is
around

� ] + 347 Hz. An inverse analysis based on a periodic
half track model with one rail allows to identify a dynamic
stiffness of the ballast ' ? + 33-43 kN/mm, while the damping
coefficient «�?Ì+ 45-53 kNs/m, which is categorized as a soft-
medium stiff support. The ballast is modelled as a continuous
spring-damper connection between the beam and the soil, with
a smeared stiffness '�?C+Øµ�'�? x® �Æ+ |�|�| � Ò | Ô | A�Ù N/m

�
and a

damping «B?Ì+Úµx«B? :® �Á+ |�Û �Ã��µxÓ6Ô | A ¿ Ns/m
�
.

The railpad dynamic stiffness is ' ¨ + 102-123 kN/mm,
while the damping coefficient is « ¨ + 2-5 kNs/m, correspond-
ing to a medium stiff railpad. In the numerical model, the
railpads are a continuous spring-damper connection with a
smeared stiffness ' ¨ +Ü' ¨�:® �Ý+ |:Û#| � Ó Û Ô | A�Ù N/m

�
and a

smeared damping « ¨ +¬« ¨�:® �Á+ Û � Þ | Ô | A ¿ Ns/m
�
.¤ ¦ + ¯[��+¥¯[� :® +´�xA�A kg/m represents the sleepers mass

distributed over the supporting beam.

Dynamic soil characteristics

The lithological description of the site near the HST track in
Lincent reveals a layer of sandy clay with a thickness of ap-
proximately 8 m on top of a sand stratum.

Prior to the homologation tests, several complementary
in situ dynamic tests have been performed to determine the
soil stratification and the dynamic soil characteristics, includ-
ing the Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves (SASW) test (Pyl
and Degrande 2001) and the Seismic Cone Penetration Test
(SCPT) (Haegeman 2001).
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Figure 3: Measured and modelled shear wave velocity profile
of the soil.

The results of the SASW and SCPT tests (figure 3) demon-
strate that the site consists of a layer with a thickness of 3.0 m
and a shear wave velocity of 150 m/s over a layer with a shear
wave velocity of 280 m/s, which is identified as the underlying
halfspace.

TRANSFER FUNCTIONS BETWEEN THE TRACK AND
THE FREE FIELD

Prior to the homologation tests, the transfer functions between
the track and the free field have been measured for several im-
pacts of a falling weight on the rail head of the lower rail of
track 2. A mobility function Kß < "zsC% is defined as the ratioK� av< "$sC%  Kà av "$sC% of the the average velocity K� av< "$sC% and the av-
erage impact force Kà av "zsC% . Figure 4 presents the mobility at
a distance of 8 m, 32 m and 64 m from the track. Superim-
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posed on the same graph are the numerical results for a fixed
unit impulse load at the track’s centre of gravity.

The frequency content of the free field response shifts to
lower frequencies with increasing distance from the source. At
8 m, the response has a broad frequency content with a maxi-
mum at about 30 Hz, while at 64 m, the maximum has shifted
down to 20 Hz and the response at frequencies higher than 60
Hz is small. Results of the measurements of the transfer func-
tions in the free field (Kogut and Degrande 2003b) are in good
correspondence with the numerical results.
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Figure 4: The mobility measured during the impact of the
falling weight and calculated with the model at 8 m, 32 m and
64 m.

THE HOMOLOGATION TESTS

Two types of trains are used during the homologation tests: an
IC train and the Thalys high speed train. Figure 5 shows the
Thalys HST consisting of 2 locomotives and 8 coaches. Each
locomotive is supported by two bogies and has four axles. The
coaches next to the locomotives have one independent bogie
and share the second bogie with the neighbouring coach. The
six remaining coaches share both bogies with neighbouring
coaches, resulting in an articulated train composition. The to-
tal number of bogies equals 13 and, consequently, the number
of axles on the train is equal to 26. The geometrical and mass

Figure 5: The Thalys HST at the site of Lincent.

characteristics of the Thalys HST are summarized in table 1.
During the homologation tests in Lincent measurements

have been performed in 16 measuring points on both tracks
and in a free field. The actual speed of the IC train is between
155.9 and 225.3 km/h. For the Thalys HST, the recorded speed
is between 218.1 and 326.1 km/h.

A single passage of the Thalys HST

The time history and the frequency content of the velocity of
the sleeper during the passage of the Thalys HST on track 2
with a speed �â+±µ�Þ È km/h are shown in figure 6. The time
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Figure 6: Time history and frequency content of the vertical
velocity of the sleeper during the passage of the Thalys HST
on track 2 with a speed �Ý+ÚµxÞ È km/h.

history (figure 6a) clearly allows to identify the passage of
every axle on the sleeper. The response of the track for ev-
ery single axle of the train is nearly uniform. The accelera-
tion has a quasi-discrete spectrum (figure 6b) with peaks at the
fundamental bogie passage frequency

� ? +Ø� xç ? + È � Ó Û Hz
(
ç ? + | Ö�� Û m) and its higher harmonics, modulated at the axle

passage frequency
� @ +¬� xç @ +Úµ Û ��µ�µ Hz (

ç @ +ÚÓy� A m).
The time history and the frequency content of the vertical

velocity in the free field are shown in figure 7. At �)á´+dÖ m
from the track, the peak particle velocity (PPV) is equal to 1.75
mm/s. At �5áZ+¬Ó�µ m and �5áZ+¬Ò È m from the track, the PPV
is equal to 0.16 mm/s and 0.06 mm/s, respectively. Higher
frequencies between 55 and 65 Hz, which are due to the train
and track characteristics, are dominant in the frequency con-
tent at �*áË+ØÖ m. The sleeper passage frequency is equal to� ��+�� x® ��+ | Ó�Ò�� | Hz. Lower frequencies are better distin-
guished at �5áZ+¬Ó�µ m from the track. In the far field the dom-
inant frequencies are between 20 and 30 Hz.
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Table 1: Geometrical and mass characteristics of the Thalys HST.
Number of Number of è1é è � è`ê ëSé ë � ëSì
carriages axles [m] [m] [m] [kg] [kg] [kg]

Locomotive 2 4 22.15 14.00 3.00 17000 14937 2027
Side coach 2 3 21.84 18.70 3.00 17000 14937 2027
Central coach 6 2 18.70 18.70 3.00 17000 14937 2027
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Figure 7: Time history (left) and frequency content (right) of
the free field vertical velocity at 8 m, 32 m and 64 m from the
track, during the passage of the Thalys HST on track 2 with a
speed îÝó¬ù�ýxü km/h.

Peak particle velocity for all the passages of the Thalys HST

Figure 8 shows the vertical PPV as a function of the distance
to the track for all passages of the Thalys HST on tracks 1 and
2. The distance between track 1 and the measurement points in
the free field is 4.50 m larger than for track 2. The maximum
value of the vertical PPV is about 3.3 mm/s at ñ)ò = 6 m from
the track. The dependence of the PPV on the train speed ap-
pears to be generally low. Comparison of the results from both
tracks shows the amplitude attenuation with the distance from
the track due to the material and radiation damping in the soil.

Results can better be appreciated if the PPV is shown as
a function of the train speed. Figure 9 shows the PPV as a
function of the train speed for all passages of the Thalys HST
on tracks 1 and 2, respectively. As mentioned before, the de-
pendence of the PPV on the train speed is moderate to low in
the range of train speeds considered. Figure 9a demonstrates
that the PPV in nearly all channels is slightly increasing for an
increasing speed of the Thalys HST running on track 1, as is
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Figure 8: Vertical PPV as a function of the distance to the track
for all passages of the Thalys HST.
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Figure 9: Vertical PPV as a function of the train speed for all
passages of the Thalys HST.

theoretically expected in the subcritical range of train speeds.

RESULTS OF THE NUMERICAL MODEL

Track unevenness

Shortly before the homologation tests, the Belgian Railway
Company NMBS has used an EM-130 vehicle in order to mea-
sure the initial track unevenness. The measurements have been
performed on each rail of both tracks. Figure 10 presents
the Fourier transformation of the averaged unevenness of both
rails on track 2 (profile þ ).

As the transfer function of the EM130 between the mea-
sured and actual unevenness is not equal to 1 in the entire
wavelength range of interest, an artificial profile has been com-
puted for the prediction of the railway vibrations. The artifi-
cial profile is derived from a power spectral density (PSD),
that has been fit to the PSD of the measured profile. Figure 10
also presents the Fourier transformation of the artificial track
unevenness used (profile ÿ ).

Train-track interaction forces

The train is modelled as a system with 26 degrees of freedom
(DOF), where each DOF represents the displacement of the
unsprung axle mass ��� as described in table 1.
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Figure 10: The Fourier spectra of an unevenness profile mea-
sured on both rails of track 2 (profile � ) and an artificially gen-
erated profile � .

The interaction forces between the train and the track have
been computed using the aforementioned unevenness profiles.
The interaction forces are computed for the passage of the
Thalys HST with a speed of 294 km/h.

Figure 11 presents the frequency content of the interaction
force at the first axle computed for two unevenness profiles –
profile � and profile � as shown in figure 10. The frequency
content in the lower frequency range of interaction forces is
dominated by frequencies between 25 and 40 Hz.
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Figure 11: The train–track interaction force for the passage of
the Thalys HST with a speed of 294 km/h computed for the
measured ( � ) and generated � unevenness profiles.

The Thalys HST passage with a speed v = 294 km/h

Figure 12 presents the time history and the frequency content
of the vertical velocity computed for the passage of the Thalys
HST passage with a speed v = 294 km/h at a distance of 8 m, 32
m and 64 m perpendicular to the track using different uneven-
ness profiles. The free field response has been calculated with
the same track and soil parameters as for a fixed unit impulse
load (figure 4).

The time history shows the uniform passage of the axles of
the train in the near field at �5á´+×Ö m. The amplitude of the
response is decreasing with increasing distance from the track.

Figure 12 clearly shows the wide range of dominant fre-
quencies at a distance of 8 m from the track. When the dis-
tance from the track increases, the frequencies higher than 60
Hz are attenuated by the material and radiation damping in the
soil and the frequency range between 20 and 40 Hz becomes
dominant. The frequency content in all the points is very sim-
ilar to the measured one, while the amplitude at the points in
the far field is overestimated.
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Figure 12: Time history and frequency content of the vertical
velocity during the passage of the Thalys HST passage with a
speed v = 294 km/h calculated with the model at 8 m, 32 m
and 64 m from the track for different unevenness profiles.

Good agreement with the experimental results (figure 7) is
obtained using the model with unevenness profile ' as demon-
strated in figure 13.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a numerical model for the prediction of railway
induced vibrations has been presented. The track is assumed
to be invariant in the longitudinal direction and to be located
at the surface of a horizontally layered elastic halfspace. The
model fully accounts for the dynamic interaction between the
train, the track and the soil by means of a compliance formu-
lation in the frame of reference that moves with the train.

An elaborate measurement campaign has been performed
to validate the numerical model. These include the results of
free field surface vibration measurements during the passage
of an IC and a Thalys HST train, that have been performed on
the site in Lincent during the homologation tests of line L2 of
the HST track between Brussels and Köln.

The results of the validation of the model have been shown
for the transfer functions between the track and the soil, as well
as for the free field vibrations during the passage of a Thalys
HST running with a speed of 294 km/h.
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Figure 13: Time history and frequency content of the vertical
velocity during the passage of the Thalys HST passage with
a speed v = 294 km/h at 8 m, 32 m and 64 m from the track
computed using unevenness profile ' and measured.
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